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	Research	Research Areas	Data Management for AISimplify Data Science and ML by providing high-level abstractions and developing systems and tools to perform these tasks efficiently and at scale.
	Data Privacy for AIData protection and privacy while using data and models for society, science and business. Lack of trust still prevents many companies from applying AI.
	Methods & Algorithms for AIDevelop a wide range of methods and algorithms that take into account the process of data generation. Beyond the prevailing paradigm of isolated consideration of algorithmic insights.
	Human-AI InteractionImprove mutual understanding between humans and AI to maximize the potential of humans and machines with visual analytics and interactive data analysis.
	Fair AIDevelop fair algorithms and evaluation methods that minimize the risk of discrimination by AI. For self-determined, critical and informed decision-making.
	Digital Transformation DesignDeveloping novel methods and tools for socio-technical design that support us in the digital transformation. From co-creative change processes to education and training.


	COMET Module	Data Driven Artificial IntelligenceDevelop AI algorithms and machine learning models that can be deployed and shared along value chains.
	Data-Driven Immersive AnalyticsEnhance immersive analytics and interactions to deliver personalized and user-friendly digital experiences.


	Publications	Publications
	Lectures
	Scientific Work
	EU Projects




	Innovation Insights
	Business AILEVATOR
	Solutions	Data Management	Identify data sourcesEfficiently manage data in the company and use it in a targeted manner.
	Integrate, save and combineCombining heterogeneous data sources provides a more holistic overview.
	Controlled accessEnsure that sensitive data does not leak out.
	Discover and explore combined dataBetter understanding of data via visualization and assisted exploration.
	Data monitoring for analysisAutomated data integration pipelines help automatically cleanse and preprocess data for analysis.


	Privacy & Quantum Security	Encrypted Data AnalysisCryptographic methods co-developed by us enable secure analysis of encrypted data.
	Private Set IntersectionRecord database entries of different companies, share the database.
	Joint EvaluationsNew ways for joint evaluations without disclosing your data
	Quantum Safe ApplicationsSecure solutions against the threat of quantum computing.
	Novel Cryptographic SolutionsSymmetric cryptology with advanced cryptographic approaches.
	Quantum InformationCryptography and privacy-friendly analytics with quantum information.


	Machine Learning & Algorithms	Trend and anomaly detectionExisting data is used to train condition monitoring models.
	Contract and patent managementSemantic search technologies enable search and fact extraction.
	Model operation and maintenanceOperation, continuous performance monitoring and retraining are automated.
	Semantic search and aggregation of informationCreate custom summaries and analytically search textual content for features
	The supply chain in viewTogether, we are working on the digitalization of supply chains.


	User-AI Interaction	Media Crawling & AnalysisWe use artificial intelligence to scan different platforms and extract valuable information.
	Monitoring PlatformThe interface enables exploration of patterns, trends, and relationships in the data. It can also be customized to meet a variety of user needs, depending on their information needs.
	Modeling ToolsOptimize AI-powered text analysis through semantic model management, feedback input, and annotation.
	Data InsightsDetect patterns in time series data and have them inspected and examined with visual interfaces.
	Search in time series databasesFinding similar past results in very large databases to compare and learn from.
	Transparent AIWe enable subject matter experts to pass knowledge to the AI and understand and validate the AI’s decisions.
	Intelligent user guidanceA “user-aware” AI steers the user, depending on goals, through various data analysis steps.
	Customized Collaborative VisualizationCollaborative analysis of data sets using text annotations, discussion and evaluation of results.


	Recommender Systems & Fairness	Recommender SystemePersonalized recommendations and decision support.
	Bias DetectionAre there certain customers/user groups that are treated unfairly?
	Bias MitigationHow can the impact of existing biases be minimized?
	CertificationDo your datasets and algorithms comply with the new EU AI law?
	Fairness CheckThe Fairness Check identifies the status of fairness of an existing application.
	Understand userApplied market research at the push of a button and in real time.


	Digital Transformation Design	Concept Trustworthy AIWe jointly develop trustworthy AI applications that generates benefits and is accepted.
	Socio-technical co-designAccompanying the development of new technologies, taking into account the existing context of work or life.
	Competence-oriented personnel developmentSupport of corporate trainings in structuring the training, development of learning target catalogs and visualization of learning progress.
	Continuing education in the workplaceDevelopment of Conversational Agents as learning companions for different topics and application fields
	Find and test file-driven business modelsWe are constantly developing and testing innovative, sustainable and circular business models for companies.
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	Solutions	Industrial Artificial Intelligence	Route PlanningPlan routes more efficiently and save time with our route optimization
	Quality assurance with AIThe use of AI-based methods helps ensure that quality assurance is comprehensive and end-to-end.
	Production-Optimization with AIThe analysis of production data and the models derived from it allow machines to be operated more energy-efficiently, processes to be run more cost-effectively or process steps to be automated.


	Business AI	Intelligent forecastsTailored forecasts that explicitly take into account knowledge about individual business processes and a variety of source data allow better and more robust predictions.
	KnowMiner – Enterprise SearchAn intelligent, semantic search for companies for texts, documents or people across all platforms. And absolutely secure, thanks to our proven data privacy.
	Recommendation systemRecommender systems are an essential asset to prevent customer loss and increase customer interactions and ultimately revenue with pinpoint recommendations.
	Document workflow optimizationReduction of time and costs and increase of compliance through the contextualized use of expert and process knowledge.


	Entrepreneurial AI	AI CertificationYou want to ensure that your systems and processes comply with the planned AI legal basis? We offer advice and support for the optimal design of your AI structure.
	Data Innovation FactoryBy combining continuous strategy development, data utilization application discovery and implementation, value can be generated in the Data Innovation Factory from day one.
	Data and AI StrategyThe trustworthiness of AI is therefore critical to ensure the effectiveness, safety, and fairness of AI systems and to maintain people’s trust in them.
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